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2Introduction   

These guidelines provide
the tools to create a necessary
visual uniformity in order to save
integrity and recognition
of the GSOM SPbU brand.

To create a single positive brand perception
we suggest using design patterns presented 
in the guidelines. If you have any questions
or difficulties in working with corporate identity,
we will advise you and help to prepare materials.

 

GSOM SPbU Public Relations Department



3About GSOM SPbU

Graduate School
of Management (GSOM SPbU)  

 

 

 is the only Russian business school that is included in 
Financial Times ranking and has prestigious international 
accreditations AMBA and EQUIS. It is a leading Russian 
business school that through a global vision bridges ideas, 
professionals and organizations to educate leaders, create 
and disseminate managerial knowledge for impactful 
societal and economic change.
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GSOM SPbU
visual identity
elements



5Logo

GSOM SPbU logo is an silhouette
and flat image of a Roman
goddess Minerva. She is sitting
with a silver spear in the left arm.
Her right arm is on the shield with
the coat of arms of St. Petersburg city.
The emblem conveys historical University
spirit and traditions: it was first described
in relation to the University in VII century. 



6Logo Emblem 



7Logo Emblem

Within the emblem,
the background is always red.
Minerva itself is filled with white,
and the sign is used only with
a white contour.



8Logo Main version



9Logo Versions 

GSOM SPbU logo is always
used with the SPbU
abbreviation or with
its full decoding



10Logo exclusion zone 

is protected by an invisible exclusion
zone where no graphic material other
than the background should appear.
This is to ensure that the logo remains
free from visual interference and stands
out clearly.

The indent given by the height
of two letters "G" from the title.
The minimum size of the logo
is 15 mm in height.

15
 м
м



13logo colored versions 

Basic version on white background with text in red

Monochrome version on a dark background

Monochrome version on a light background 

Basic version on a color background with text in white 

11
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The logo should not be used
on light non-contrast backgrounds
close to white. Using the logo
on contrasting non-corporate
colors is possible.

Logo colored versions 



13Logo colored versions 

Monochrome versions
of the logo are used,
when it is impossibl
to use the color version.



14Monochrome versions 

Monochrome versions of the logo are used,
when it is impossible to use the color version.



15Logo Forbidden transformation 

1 2 3

4 5

Do not apply additional contour
to the logo 

Do not rotate or transform
the logo 

 Do not violate the exclusion
zone

Do not change colors logo Do not change the proportions
of the elements 
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When placing the logo among the logos of other firms, it is important
that its exclusion zone is save and its mass / size is identical to others logos.

Logo GSOM SPbU logo among others
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At the heart of corporate
identity is the corporate red color.
Red — color of movement,
development and victory.
It is applied on all branded
media that include
GSOM SPbU.

Color 
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Color is an important part of the brand identity.
It is necessary to track the proper use of brand colors. 
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CMYK: 16-100-77-6
RGB: 190-30-45
#c20430
Oracal 031
Pantone 200

Color            The main corporate color 
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For each GSOM SPbU program 
Its unique complementary color
may be applied. Each color has
its own shade. It allows in any
situation keep special recognizable
style. If you need to use a green
color, you should take the one
described here. 

CMYK: 94-19-96-6
RGB: 40-100-50
# 00833f
PANTONE 348

CMYK: 54-81-0-0
RGB: 110-40-120
# 8f489a
PANTONE 258

CMYK: 0-53-86-0
RGB: 230-135-35 
# f98e2b
PANTONE 715

CMYK: 100-12-41-4
RGB:10-135-150
# 008996
PANTONE 320

CMYK: 91-49-0-0
RGB: 45-75-160
# 0071ce
PANTONE 285

Bachelor

Executive MBA

Executive
Education 

Masters

Doctoral

Color            Additional colors



20Typography

The proper use of principles
of typography provides
the right perception and
brand awareness. Following
the rules will make communication
more efficient.

Consider the features typography,
not only creating advertising layouts
but also in documentation.



21Typography Alternative fonts

Montserrat  Regular 

Montserrat  Bold

Arial Regular
Arial Bold

Аа Мм
Кк Вв

Main font

Font letters

Alternative fontsIn all GSOM SPbU communications
Montserrat font in Regular
and Bold should be used.
The font is free, download it here:
fonts.google.com/specimen/Montserrat
If there is no possibility to use
the Montserrat font, Arial in Regular
and Bold should be used.


